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For more than four decades 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzotria-
zole and its derivatives (e.g., Tinuvin-P, TIN-P) have been the
archetypical photostabilizer additives for polymeric materials.1

A distinguishing, although not unique, feature of these sub-
stances is the presence of an intramolecular hydrogen bond,
which is believed to be a key component in the mechanism for
dissipation of light energy.2 The high activity of these com-
pounds has been associated with facile intramolecular proton
transfer which occurs in the first excited state, converting the
excited state S1-enol tautomer to the S1′-keto form. Subsequent
rapid nonradiative decay to the S0 state and back transfer of
the proton recovers the original S0-enol structure.3,4 This closed
cycle occurs on an ultrafast time scale, with time constants in
a nonpolar solvent of∼100 fs for the proton transfer,∼150 fs
for the internal conversion to the ground state, and∼600 fs for
back transfer of the proton.5 While facile excited state intramo-
lecular proton transfer (ESIPT) also occurs in closely related
systems like 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT) and
2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzoimidazole (HPBI), such systems are
not nearly as effective photostabilizers as TIN-P, presumably
because the internal conversion process is less efficient.3

Despite the longevity of TIN-P, the origin of its efficiency
as a photostabilizer and in particular of the rapid internal
interconversion from S1′ remains obscure. The nonradiative
lifetime of the S1′ state is sensitive to temperature and physical
environment, suggesting that some significant molecular distor-
tions accompany internal conversion.3,4 For example, it has been
suggested that the existence of a twisted intramolecular charge
transfer state is responsible for the viscosity dependence of
internal conversion in related molecules such as HBT.6

A potential source of molecular distortion in the S1 state that
has not been previously addressed is rehybridization of the
substituted nitrogen (N2). A recent computational study of
charge transfer (CT) in aminobenzonitriles suggests that rehy-

bridization of the cyano group from sp to sp2 can lead to
stabilization of the CT state by several eV.7

In the present computational study we have explored the
nitrogen (N2) rehybridization motif using 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)-
benzotriazole (TIN-H, R) H, (1)) as a model for TIN-P (R)
CH3). The CIS/3-21G level8 geometry optimizations on the first
excited state of1 afforded in addition to the anticipated S1′
planar keto stationary point, an S1′′ folded keto structure1a
that is 0.36 kcal/mol higher in energy. The intramolecular
hydrogen bond remains intact in this latter structure, but the
planes of the two ring systems are canted by 128°, N2 is
significantly pyramidalized (the angleθ, the deviation from
planarity of N2 and N3 calculated as the difference between 360°
and the sum of the three bond angles, is 30.7°), and ap-
proximately 0.5 e- are transferred to the benzotriazole ring.
CNDO/S calculations do predict significant charge transfer from
the phenolic ring to the benzotriazole in the S1 state of TIN-
P.2a Most significantly, the S0-S1 energy gap is decreased from
3.25 eV at the planar-keto geometry (S1′) to 1.55 eV at the
folded geometry (S1′′).9 While these CIS calculations are only
suggestive, this energy gap narrowing is consistent with an
enhanced rate of internal conversion of TIN-P and may reflect
the existence of a conical intersection accompanying molecular
folding as depicted below for1a.10

We decided to explore more computationally tractable,
intermediate-size models. 2-(2′-Hydroxyphenyl)triazole2, ob-
tained by deleting the fused ring from1, exhibits the same
general structural modifications as the larger model. As with
1, model2 exists as the planar enol tautomer in the ground
state, and on the CIS/6-31G(d) surface both S1′-keto and S1′′-
folded keto stationary points exist, the latter being more stable
by 5.5 kcal/mol. Charge transfer to the triazole ring is
approximately 0.6 e- in S1′′, which is accompanied by rehy-
dridization at N2 (θ ) 26.2°). In order to obtain more robust
estimates of the relative energetics accompanying excitation and
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relaxation, state-averaged CASPT2/CASSCF(14,12)/ANO8,11

single point calculations were performed at the S0-enol, S1′-
keto, and S1′′-folded keto geometries (Figure 1). The CASPT2
vertical excitation energy of2 (4.32 eV) is surprisingly close
to the experimental absorption band (3.65 eV)3 in TIN-P, despite
the omission of the benzene ring in the former. The calculated
S0′-S1′ gap (2.28 eV) is also quite close to the observed TIN-P
red fluorescence (2.0 eV).3 The decrease in the calculated
energy gap from the S0-enol structure to the S1′-keto forms
reflects a simultaneous stabilization of S1 and destabilization
of S0 upon formation of the keto tautomer. Rehybridization at
N2 and molecular folding cause the two surfaces to approach
even closer, such that the S0′′-S1′′ gap decreases to only 0.48
eV. The narrowness of this energy gap provides further
evidence for enhanced internal conversion in the folded
geometry and possibly the existence of a conical intersection.
Unfortunately, even2 is too large to search directly for a

conical intersection at a reliable level of theory. We therefore
examined highly abbreviated model3 that retains only the
fundamental chromophore in TIN-P (shaded atoms in2). The
ground state structure of3, obtained at the CASSCF(8,6)/6-
31G(d) level is reasonably similar to2 (Figure 1) and in
agreement with previous calculations12 and the larger models
above; the S1′-keto form is more stable than the S1-enol. Using
the algorithm of Bearpark et al.13 with a state-averaged
CASSCF(8,6)/6-31G(d), the lowest energy point of the intersec-
tion seam of the S0 and S1 states was located. This crossing
point is lower in energy than the S1′-keto form, and the geometry
at this point clearly resembles the S1′′-folded structures of1
and2, including the marked pyramidalization at N2. In analogy
with 1 and2, in S1′′ approximately 0.8 e- are transferred from
the OCC (phenol) portion of3 to the NNC (triazole) portion.
Single point CASPT2 calculations at the CASSCF crossing point
confirm the close approach of the two surfaces (energy gap)
0.11 eV, Figure 1).

From the present results, we can elaborate on the standard
model of the photophysics of TIN-P and related molecules.
TIN-P is vertically excited to the S1 state, which causes a transfer
of charge to the triazole ring and results in a rapid transfer of
a proton to form S1′. The molecule either fluoresces from S1′
or, if in an environment which provides sufficient conforma-
tional freedom, further relaxes by rehybridization and folding
about N2. The unique molecular architecture of the triazole
functionality with its three contiguous nitrogen lone-pairs
undergoes an electronically induced geometric distortion in S1′
that decreases the S0-S1 energy gap, likely leading to an
intersection of the two surfaces. The decreasing energy gap
facilitates internal conversion to the S0 surface, and back transfer
of the proton in the ground state regenerates the original enol
form. These results are consistent with the very recent
observation of irreversible proton transfer on the S1 surface.5b

Our frequencies calculations on models1-3 for keto-S1′ and
folded-S1′′ show the two lowest modes (an internal rotation
between rings and a out-of-plane wagging of the central N2

atom) that can modulate molecular folding. The third vibrational
frequency corresponds to a bending mode that modulates the
O‚‚‚N separation with similar frequency numbers in the planar
and the folded keto form in agreement with the vibrational
coherence observed after proton transfer.5b

In summary, we present a model for the efficient conversion
of exciting photon energy to vibrational energy within TIN-P
and related molecules, involving large amplitude motions during
internal conversion that facilitate dissipation of this energy in
the surrounding medium. This mechanistic picture is consistent
with the experimental observation of rapid and strongly tem-
perature and viscosity dependent internal conversion,3,4 followed
by slower redistribution of vibrational energy.5
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Figure 1. Energy diagram of the ground and first singlet excited state for compounds2 and3. Relative energies computed at CASPT2/CAS(12,-
10)/6-31G(d) (in parentheses) on the geometries shown at the bottom for compound3 and at CASPT2/CASSCF(14,12)/ANO [in square brackets]
on the geometries shown at the top for compound2. Energies given in eV refer to the S1-S0 energy gap at the three geometries. Energy differences
between the enol, keto, and folded keto forms in the same state are in kcal/mol. Selected distances are in Å and angles in deg.
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